FASHION INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS’ VIEWPOINTS ON CREATIVITY AT WORK
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Abstract. The article investigates the attitude of fashion industry managers towards creativity competence and its application in the fashion retail industry. The semi-structured interviews with middle managers allowed distinguishing three categories of activities. In the fashion retail industry, managers need creativity competence: performing technical assignments, working with clients, and working with staff members. For this research, middle managers were chosen because they are the mediators between the company’s general managers and the sales-men. Middle managers play an essential role in bringing organization's culture, organizing sales-men's work, and personal development. Therefore, creativity is crucial for managers to have in mind, as the fashion industry is fast changing and dynamic. Creativity competence is effective in a team only if there is proper communication of a manager who can assure all team members understand the organization’s primary purposes and values. The research revealed that managers apply various methods for promoting creativity that includes verbal interactions: discussions, delegating responsibility or tasks, sales promotion games, accumulation and systemization of information, sharing within social networks, provision of feedback, and encouragement of independent search for solutions. This study’s results can help develop job descriptions that would attract the right employees to fashion sales. Understanding the importance of creativity in a salesperson's day-to-day work can help look at technical or repetitive work differently, increase sales staff’s motivation, and improve sales results.
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Introduction

Creativity is one of the most important qualities of a modern manager. Creativity itself is the abandonment of strict structures and some restrictions of thinking. Therefore, it is a very desirable trait for individuals in leadership positions to have in nowadays world. Creativity, innovation, and flexibility are essential skills in today’s labor market.

Fashion industry is one of the areas that requires creativity in all the parts of value chain. With the growing popularity of contactless Internet trade, physical shops have retained one
advantage, *i.e.*, a possibility of live contact and establishing an emotional relationship between the client and the product. Due to this contact, considerable attention should be attributed to employees of physical points of sale, which meet clients, clarify and satisfy their needs. Today, organizations compete over crucial assets such as proficient and skilled employees. This poses a significant challenge to leaders as regards managing talented people (Stephens & Carmeli, 2017). The immediate superior is responsible for employees’ competence development in physical shops. Therefore, it is essential to clarify managers’ attitude towards creativity at work and ways of its promotion.

This article aims to identify how the middle managers in fashion retail evaluate and encourage creativity. The research allowed comparing how fashion industry management’s scientific approach and attitudes towards creativity comply and how the latter practically apply it in their work.

1. The discourse of creativity in fashion industry

Creativity is of utmost importance for fashion industry professionals (Karpova et al., 2011, 2013). According to Tracy Jennings, “creativity is the backbone of fashion design” (2011, p. 13). Researchers in various conceptions have broadly discussed the concept of creativity. One of the first written definitions of creativity brings us to ancient Greece, wherein 380 BC, Plato stated that creative people nurture improvement of society (2014). This Plato’s idea about creativity offers two qualities. Firstly, creativity can be used working with society. Secondly, creativity is connected to social improvement (Lau, 2016).

Following the social approach, creativity embraces creating something new and useful considering social and cultural environment (Mayer, 2002). Jovilė Barevičiūtė singles out creativity and creativeness and defines them as interacting and interrelated but at the same time different concepts:

“Creativity is connected with the psychological type of an individual, his/her emotional attitude of mind, orientation in certain unpredictable or specific situations or circumstances, finding solutions or making decisions under unexpectedly developing circumstances, etc. Creativeness is predetermined by the abilities, potential or talents that an individual possesses, *i.e.*, ability to convincingly perform a role in the performance, expressively deliver a speech in front of the audience, properly master a singing or dancing technique, etc.” (2014, pp. 20–21).

Creativity, which artists and geniuses have exclusively owned for many years, recently passed into the hands of the “creative class”. Most people’s cultural needs and aspirations are being supplied by the market as goods and services. Nicholas Garnham said:

“If one turns one is back on an analysis of that dominant cultural process, one cannot understand either the culture of our time or the challenges and opportunities which that dominant culture offers to public policymakers” (1987, pp. 24–25).

It has placed the economic and social benefits of creativity on the policy agenda (Garnham, 1990; Caves, 2000). Globalization has strengthened this process, which was initiated and supported by a general trend towards market liberalization and the withdrawal of the state as a dominant player in the economic life (Castells, 2000). Creativity has become an
Creativity in fashion industry has an additional requirement – to create value (Csikszentmihalyi, 2013), simultaneously suggesting a desire and willingness to change (Kawamura, 2005; Wilson, 2013). Fashion industry would hardly be imaginable without this ambition because the people’s wish to change creates usefulness of fashion industry, i.e., fashion satisfies the desire it generates.

Two types of creative products exist in the fashion industry. The leadership creativity (such products are innovative, high quality, ahead with fashion, produced in minimal quantities; meeting the high-quality standards, they appear to be an investment and their lifespan is long) manifests itself in designing and developing a product. The other creativity is adaptive and refers to products that reach shops. Although their appearance is very similar to that of leadership creativity products, the price of such products is lower, they are produced in considerably larger quantities and, thus, are affordable to a much more significant number of people. Due to their lower quality standard, their lifespan is relatively shorter (Ruppert-Stroescu & Hawley, 2014). These two categories in fashion make each other create because an increase in affordable products leads to a drop in demand for their primary products that are expensive and innovative. Thus, leadership creativity has to create new products, which should generate a desire of people to want them again. Such creativity is distinguished by originality, whereas adaptive creativity is characterized by its usefulness more because products are affordable and consumed.

The literature sources also provide two more kinds of creativity, which can be compared to leadership creativity and adaptive creativity, i.e., “Big–C” and “little–c”. “Big–C” refers to eminent creativity, for example, such as Sigmund Freud’s psychology or Emily Dickinson’s poetry. On the other hand, “little–c” is everyday creativity, which is accessible to everyone (Stein, 1953). The researchers supplemented this division with two additional categories, “mini–c” and “pro–c”. “Mini-c” creativity comprises individuals’ personal learning experiences; these
might be creative to the individual but not to others (Lassig, 2020). “Pro–c” fills in the gap between the “Big–C” and “little–c”. The “pro–c” category representatives are professional artists who have not received or will never receive the title of prominent artists (Kaufman & Sternberg, 2010). Similarly, there are many variants between the leadership creativity and adaptive creativity, e.g., not yet are recognized but highly significant local creators, whose products are original and innovative but at the same time, affordable to many people.

Florida (2019), dividing creative class into two main groups: super-creative core and creative professionals, suggests that science and business are areas in which one should be innovative and creative. Fashion industry needs innovations and creativity in every part of value chain, starting with one of the most important factors – time. In fashion industry, everything is planned, so the creators must see the future’s needs, so that is why innovative thinking plays essential role. Fashion industry would not be imagined without famous brands. What makes them outstanding is their values, story, beliefs, design – all these things are mostly created on purpose and make customers fall in love with the brand and be loyal.

Fashion industry calls for a creative team in all the stages of fashion lifecycle, i.e., in product design and sales. Employees’ creativity in the workplace is one of the key drivers of organizational innovation (Amabile et al., 1996; Ramalingam et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017). According to the fashion professionals, a creative person is characterized by the following qualities: different thought processes, determination, an open mind, and risk-taking (Karpova et al., 2013).

Referring to creativity in a team, an informal influence, when team members have an impact on each other regardless of their position in the team, is a significant factor. The relation between informal influence hierarchy and team creativity is negative when the manager lacks empowering behavior. In other words, although hierarchy of informal influence has a positive impact on completion of assignments, particularly in case of complex assignments (Bunderson et al., 2016; Ronay et al., 2012), a team tends to be less creative when the leader fails to empower it, even though hierarchy of informal influence remains strong (Oedzes et al., 2018).

Effective teamwork as a key to success in fashion industry cannot be imagined without communication. To develop a plan or a working strategy, members of a team must engage in communication. Furthermore, exchanging information helps to understand competencies of all members, that is prior to empowering leadership. Scientists have proven that effectively gathering and exchanging information is important for team performance (e.g., Barry & Stewart, 1997; Hyatt & Ruddy, 1997). Boies et al. (2015) conclude that encouraging within-team communication is a central mechanism through which transformational leaders might influence the formation of trust in teams and, ultimately, team performance. Leaders who express inspirational motivation are more likely to formulate a compelling vision of the future that will be a goal, toward which the team can work, so with the help of communication, a creative leader creates a goal-setting theory (e.g., Locke & Latham, 2002). Also, the inspiring leader makes the team more confident in competition and reflects their ability to succeed. Furthermore, the inspirationally motivating leader unites all employees showing the importance of working as a team. It can be said that inspiration of a leader is a powerful tool, which we would expect to lead to more excellent task performance.
In order for organizations to pursue continuous innovation and success, managers need to create an environment conducive to renewal and create an organizational culture that encourages creativity and innovation (Agbor, 2008). Creativity and innovation are one of the most important conditions to survive in the competition between the organizations. According to Kačerauskas, “creativity destroys the status quo relationships both inside an organization (horizontal relationships) and outside it (vertical relationships)” (2016, p. 37). In fashion industry, the same strategies as in other areas are used for promotion of creativity: formal training, exposure to the world (developed creativity), practicing creative thinking and safe yet challenging environment (innate creativity) (Karpova et al., 2013).

Creativity is a significant condition in the areas like fashion industry. The assignments there are not strictly structured and empowering leadership is a relevant model of management. During their research, Lee et al. (2018) established that empowering leadership positively impacts organisational citizenship (voluntary commitment within an organization, which is not included in the work contract) and creativity at personal and team levels.

Empowering leadership develops personal efficacy eliminating bureaucratic restrictions and developing autonomy, delegating authority to employees, when they are allowed to approach their work as property, when employees are engaged in decision-making processes and able to get access to relevant information in the organisation. Empowering leadership style promotes employees’ creativity (Zhang et al., 2018).

Empowering leadership has several advantages. Firstly, it can influence a wide variety of withdrawal behaviours (lateness, absenteeism, and turnover intentions). It does this at the individual level, and affective organizational commitment is another outcome of correct empowering leadership. Kim and Beehr (2020) point out that empowering leadership has motivational influences on followers by promoting their sense of control, confidence in their jobs, and feelings of being empowered, conferring greater authority and autonomy.

A lot of business literature sources have focused on fostering creativity in general and therefore researchers lack an attentive understanding of its impact on employees’ attitudes and behaviours in fashion industry that encourage creativity of the team of a retail store. Employee creativity is a particularly fundamental organizational aspect (Li-Ping Tang, 2010).

The research aimed to analyze how managers of different levels working in the fashion retail industry evaluate and encourage creativity.

2. The research methods

Employing a semi-structured interview, the research was conducted in one of the largest joint-stock retailer companies in Lithuania, from 19 March – 19 April, 2020. This company was chosen because of a large number of outlets all over Lithuania and the variety of segments (luxury, youth, economy and business classes). The company’s name is not mentioned in the article for ethical reasons, as agreed before the investigation.

Semi-structured interviews with middle managers were carried out and non-probabilistic convenience sampling was used for the data collection (Yin, 2013; Etikan et al., 2016). The data saturation element was used to determine the size of the sample. The interviews were terminated after information saturation was reached (Fusch & Ness, 2015; Malterud et al.,
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2016). Twelve managers working in subsidiaries located in different Lithuanian cities (Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipėda) and in different segments (luxury, youth, economy and business classes) as well as three functional managers (training, human resources and sales) were interviewed. The interviews were carried out online because of quarantine restrictions. The questions were sent to the personal e-mails of the managers, who had expressed their consent to participate in the research. The detailed notes from calls that followed the completed survey were added to the transcripts (DeWeese et al., 2017; Salmons, 2017). All unique identifiers (e.g., names of people or places) were removed from the transcripts, and none were included in manuscript (DeWeese et al., 2017). The inductive content analysis was accomplished reading through the transcripts, adding marginal notes and assigning preliminary codes. The themes, and patterns within and among these themes where identified (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008; Moser & Korstjens, 2018). The content analysis approach was applied to analyze the data (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008) and variation-based generalization was used to describe the findings (Quinn Patton, 1990; Smaling, 2003).

3. The research results

The analysis of informants’ responses about application of creativity in work-related situations highlighted three main spheres of creativity application: technical assignments (finding more new efficient ways of task completion or behaving in new situations, presentation/arrangement of goods in the sales areas, storing and other routine tasks, completion of monotonous assignments), work with clients (creating matching sets for clients, selling, addressing unpleasant situations with clients) and work with staff (mobilization for attainment of goals; team members are more interested in a product/result, when information is presented creatively, it helps to engage new staff members and evoke their interest in work; employees are not indifferent to assignments; a team puts forwards ideas with courage, helps to create a good atmosphere in the workplace). The informants pointed out that creativity contributes to improved technical assignments, work with clients, and staff members. This can be regarded as the main categories of assignments, where creativity is a contributory factor (Table 1). It is important for the manager to treat these three work areas as creative once and communicate properly to employees about how much creative freedom employees have. This could help employees to see more meaning in their work and be more motivated.

It is interesting that although the majority of informants stated that they apply creativity while completing tasks in the sales areas, communicating with clients or working with their team, responding to the question about the creative process, they pointed out that they allocate only 40% of their working time to it. Such situation may be predetermined by the fact that the informants perceive a creative process as working time that is dedicated to searching for the solution to a problem or devising a plan. The remaining time is assigned to implementation and, that is why, does not require creativity. For example, the informant stated that he allocates only 5% of his working time to the creative process. When he was asked about how he encourages creativity and innovations in his team, he explained that every week for about 30 minutes his deputy and he discusses how to improve processes, share thoughts and observations, meetings are also dedicated to that. This means that problem solutions are
found while discussing, whereas other actions, without which implementation of decisions would not be possible, e.g., creative thinking before discussion, organisation of discussion, preparation, presentation of decision to the team, are not seen as a creative process.

The informants, who stated that they dedicate 80% of all their work to the creative process, pointed out that creativity in their work is needed in the following activities: presentation/demonstration of goods in the sales area (visual merchandising), client service (creation of image), problem-solving in the workplace, self-expression of staff members (responsibilities, new goals, improvement), dealing with innovations at work, motivating a team, improving hard indicators of shops and in technical assignments to make them more interesting. Such statements show that their authors do not necessarily involve in additional creative activities at work, but they link creativity with the majority of daily processes, which occur in the shop and attempt to make them more attractive. This means that creativity does not require additional time costs but is a part of daily assignments. However, the differences in understanding the concept of creativity are also observed and this predetermines the attitude of informants towards their work: some of them see their job more creative, whereas others find it less creative.

Aiming to clarify the attitude of informants towards creativity and its understanding, they were requested to comment on the idea of Plato (2014): “creative individuals nurture improvement of society”. The informants supported this idea because “creativity is linked to generation of ideas and their testing, which naturally pushes society forward”, “without creativity the society would not improve, we would not have as many discoveries and things that make our life easier as now”, “the market requires changes and very fast, therefore employing own creativity, we can improve together”. One informant only partially supported Plato’s idea: “If we defined creativity as creation of new and unique ideas, I could not agree more with the presented ideas. On the other hand, it would be too brave to claim that all the new ideas a priori are good and have only a positive impact on society”. The informants linked improvement of society with various technologies and innovations, which would not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical works</th>
<th>“[…] discovering new ways of productive performing of works or behaving in new situations”.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Presentation of goods in the shop – solutions are faster found, when a product of complicated integration is to be presented”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“[…] storage and other daily chores”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“[…] to perform monotonous assignments”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with clients</td>
<td>“[…] while creating matching sets of clothes for clients or in sales”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“[…] in unpleasant situations with clients”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work with staff</td>
<td>“[…] mobilizes for pursuance of goals”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“The team is very interested in the results/the product, when information is provided creatively”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“[…] helps to engage young people in work and to enhance their interest in it”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“[…] employees are not indifferent to assignments”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“[…] staff members suggest their ideas freely and with courage”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“[…] helps to create a good atmosphere in the workplace”.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The activities in fashion retail industry, which require creativity (source: created by authors)
be available without creative people: “I think that thanks to ambitions of creative people, we are able to work or do shopping from home now or to complete an assignment at work at one click”, “[…] creative solutions have changed our lifestyle. I think, today we can improve as fast as never before. Even such a thing as distance courses – you get an opportunity to learn from best online”.

The informants stated that creative people nurture improvement of society on the basis of their personal improvement driven by creativity and all this contributes to development of society and problem solving as well because “[…] creative solutions help people to extend their limits especially if they are ‘stuck’ and immovable. Creativity reminds people of the fact that nothing stands still and helps to solve the most complicated situations”. Other responses were also related to creativity as self-expression and generation of new ideas.

The informants were asked how they promote (if they do) creativity and innovations in their team. The ways of creativity promotion that were indicated by the informants can be divided into the following action categories: discussions, delegating responsibilities or assignments, sales promotion games, accumulation and systemization of information, sharing information with colleagues in social media, feedback, encouragement of independent search for solutions.

The informants distinguished discussions as a way to encourage creativity in their team: “I emphasize the importance of every team member and that every member can share insights and news that are useful to the team. They feel confidence and this encourages them to be creative”. Managers emphasize free sharing of ideas and collective decision-making: “Firstly, everybody knows that we can freely exchange ideas, put forward new ones and nobody is suppressed”; “During the meeting together with the team we try to discuss the complicated areas and try to think of decisions how to improve them”. Referring to promotion of creativity, the informants emphasized personal conversations and motivation of employees to move forward: “A mistake in our environment is seen as an opportunity to learn and move forward, therefore employees are not afraid to make mistakes and they generate a lot of new ideas”; “Frequently, together with a person, who is in charge of the team (the deputy), we discuss how to achieve better results […] we think what can we do better, we share thoughts and observations”.

The managers use delegation of responsibility or assignments as one of the ways that promote creativity: “In my shop everybody is responsible for a certain area (e.g. bags, women’s shoes, men’s shoes, accessories) and their goal is not only to ensure appropriate arrangement of goods but also achievement of the main general results of the shop. They are provided with guidelines but in fact they can do what they want […]. The main aim is to make them feel that they possess a shop they are 100% responsible for”, “[…] the list of tasks that have to be completed within a week or in the nearest time is posted in a visible place in the warehouse, I delegate more complex and responsible assignments to responsible employees or to the ones who are learning according to the guidelines ‘Try the profession on’ and are pursuing a career”. Delegating assignments managers seek to provide more responsibilities to the employees themselves, which, according to the former, is a way to promote their creativity: “I usually recommend my employees to choose more simple tasks themselves, to decide who wants to do what, to share equally in order to feel a part of team. And I frequently get requests to give more work and in such cases I tend to assign more responsibility to them”.

According to the informants, sales promotion games is one more way to employ creativity competence aiming at better results: “We play various games that promote sales. I also motivate them to think of ways how to improve the shop’s results and this encourages creativity as well”.

The informants distinguish accumulation and sharing of professional information as one more way of promoting creativity in own team: “We also encourage creativity while preparing a Product Knowledge Book, where information about available goods, how to match them, etc. is presented. This also helps us to become more creative and professional in the process of service”. Gamification is mentioned as a way that increases the diversity of activities: “I suggest certain ideas, which they develop further and discover ways how to use them in practice. For example, a foreign language glossary, phrases or words most frequently used at work, a mini catalog with names of footwear and pictures, etc.”.

Sharing of theoretical knowledge with colleagues in social networks is also one of the ways to promote creativity, which is pointed out by the informants: “Social networks help to share information creatively, to use various formats and all this stimulates creative thinking as well as creativity in the very team”.

Provision of feedback was referred to as an important factor, which stimulates employees’ creativity: “I always try to provide ‘feedback’ to my employees because it is important not to make them feel unappreciated or unnoticed” or “I sincerely believe in their ideas and support them. If I see a risk, I share my knowledge and then give my team members to decide themselves if they want to try one or another thing”.

The informants stated that they encourage employees to make decisions independently and to be creative: “Firstly, I encourage person’s initiative not to be afraid to think for themselves, I urge them to search for solutions independently instead of giving directions. I think that creativity and suggestion of new ideas derive from the individual’s initiative, his/her sense of freedom”.

Seeking to comprehensively clarify the informants’ attitude towards creativity, they were presented with the statement that creativity is creation of an original and useful product, which was formulated by Mayer (2002) after he generalised the definitions of creativity suggested by seven authors. The informants commented on this thought questioning all the three elements and as if stating that creativity can exist without usefulness, originality and even doubting the creation of product. Usefulness, as a non-binding element of creativity, was defined in the following way: “I don’t think that creativity can always be useful. Employing creativity one can create many things, which may not necessarily contain any usefulness in themselves and even, on the contrary, may be harmful. The Internet is full of things, which were created without any added value just for the sake of fun”. Originality, according to the informants, is not always necessary defining creativity: “[…] we can discuss what is original today. How can we know that nobody has thought of our idea before and that it is absolutely new and original? We read so much information, study certain areas and implement certain decisions. It is difficult to evaluate the extent to which they are original and not influenced by other recommendations, the read literature, etc.”. The informants shared their considerations about whether creativity is necessarily finalised with development of a product: “[…] creativity is not only the final outcome but also the very process, which introduces experience and
teaches something new", “[…] how to define usefulness? What do we refer to as a product? Somewhere in New York the flash mob gained the popularity. This idea really contains originality, a specific organised flash mob draws attention to a certain group or theme. It can also be perceived as useful, but can this action be defined as a product? I think that there are many more of such manifestations of creativity, which can hardly fit into the definition of product”.

The informants, who agreed with the presented statement, pointed out that creativity brings advantage against competitors, it is useful and has to be original. They also referred to the examples of technological discoveries: “Would we have smart phones without creativity? Would there be a fashion industry? Would we have so many works of music or theatre? And we could ask lots of such questions. The answer is one – of course, not”.

The informants stated that client service and presentation of goods can be seen as the product they create: “Creativity firstly depends on the ability to evoke the client’s interest. To show something new and unexpected to him or her. The latter goal has not been attained yet but with the help of creativity we are moving towards it”. Creativity of this type is easily visible because it has a physical expression and this is emphasised by all the managers: “With the help of creativity we give a tangible form to a product. We create an overall image for our clients […], matching clothes, dressing manikins in the shop, as the received collection clothes are not presented separately but as a whole”. “Our product is sold in the shop if there are other matching things nearby. […] this is how we create a product”. According to the informants, positive atmosphere also can be perceived as a created product: “Well, I don’t create a tangible product […], but I think that a friendly and united team can also be called a fruit of creativity”.

The informants think that the product in their work is hardly measurable: “Since I work in the human resources, the final goal and the result are also hardly measurable in most cases. I can give an example of organised trainings. Creative ideas and decisions are linked really closely to creation and choice of training content. Therefore, it can be said that creation of content of training, as a product, is closely connected to creativity. However, if the final goal is conveyance of certain knowledge, creativity also remains important here but it does not fully fit into the concept of product”.

Thus, visually seen but hardly measurable creativity in the fashion industry is creation of original and useful product but referring to promotion of creativity, the managers mainly distinguish common activities that aim at improvement of work processes.

Discussion

Creativity appears in personal entrepreneurial intention through mediating processes and mechanisms. As creativity and proactive personality are crucial components of the entrepreneurial process, it is also essential to develop creativity as well as others positive personality traits to stay successful in business (Hu et al., 2018).

Creativity is significant in fashion industry and is an important factor in all the parts of value creation chain (from an idea and creation of product to the contact with the client and sales).
The managers working in fashion retail industry need creativity competence while performing technical assignments, dealing with clients and working with staff members. The surveyed managers use various ways of promoting employees’ creativity: discussions, delegating responsibilities or tasks to subordinates, using sales promotion games, cumulating information and sharing it, employing social networks, providing feedback and encouraging independent use of solutions. The informants pointed out that team building and employees’ support are some of the main processes, where creativity plays an important role. In their explorative study on the dialogue between individual and collective creativity in the fashion industry Cortini et al. (2019) summed up the results: it is possible to state that, according to the participants, the creative process is mostly individual. Some participants also consider the collaboration, but the majority described the team's role as support in terms of empathy or affection; indeed, a stylist defined the team “as a family”, giving relevant importance to the human factor. Our research confirms that in some stages of value creation, creativity is individual but the managers indicated that they use delegation of responsibilities as one of the main ways to promote creativity. The team's creativity depends on different factors, but team empowerment is one of the most important ones. Empowering leadership is closely interrelated with creativity. The researchers state that creative teams work most successfully when they have autonomy and possibility of making decisions (Ryan & Deci, 2000). The research results showed that joint decision making, increase of engagement, provision of employees to perform an assignment in their own way – they are the ways for expressing individual creativity in the team.

Although the works, where informants employ their creativity, occupy the more significant proportion of daily management work, the informants mentioned that they allocate only 40% of their working time to the creative process. All the informants easily identified the need for creativity, they also stated that they encouraged creativity of their employees and indicated the ways, how they do it. However, a significant proportion of their working time is left for performing the functions, where managers do not see any creativity. Therefore, managers should emphasize creative moments at work when communicating with the team and draw employees’ attention to specific functions, naming them as creative. This can give employees more self-confidence and motivation at work. Managers need to communicate the importance of creativity in their work and identify where creativity is needed.

Middle managers seem to understand creativity as a tool to their everyday work rather than the purpose. If the middle managers most of the working time perform functional work, which is not creative, it is the question for a company – is the potential of the middle managers’ fully exploited? This raises another question – if the managers are recruited accordingly to their creative competencies, does the company develop these competencies enough? It can be said that middle managers are focused on results and prioritize its efficiency. Therefore, creativity and its development become a secondary task and often stays outside the scope of attention.

This study’s results can help develop job descriptions that would attract the right employees to fashion sales. Understanding the importance of creativity in a salesperson’s day-to-day work can help look at technical or repetitive work differently, increase sales staff’s motivation, and improve sales results.
Conclusions

Fashion industry contains many different parts of value chain – from creating clothes and manufacturing them to merchandising in stores and marketing them. Fashion retail is very dynamic, the more and more market is taken by online shopping, leaving physical stores with a complex challenge to survive and attract customers. Therefore, it is important to develop a creative atmosphere in a workplace, to teach and motivate sales assistants as they directly interact with customers. Taking this responsibility into consideration middle managers are essential in fashion retail.

The fashion retail industry managers need creativity competence while performing technical assignments, dealing with clients, and working with staff members. The surveyed managers use various ways of promoting employees’ creativity: discussions, delegating responsibilities or tasks to subordinates, using sales promotion games, cumulating information and sharing it, employing social networks, providing feedback and encouraging independent use of solutions. This shows that middle managers use empowering leadership in their everyday work. Empowering employees encourages them to be creative in solving problems and acting independently. In this way, company can benefit – employees are more engaged, when they feel the autonomy and can make some decisions by themselves.

The theme of creativity in fashion retail is highly relevant, although it has not been extensively analysed by the researchers. Research on fashion retail usually embraces processes but creative solutions while communicating with clients, encouragement of consultant creativity and its influence on sales success have been under-researched so far. This could be directions for further research. Further research could analyze how creativity and creative skills can be applied in management processes: planning fashion product marketing (forming a range, making pricing decisions, organizing the presentation and sponsorship of fashion products), and creating branding and marketing of individual fashion designers.
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